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UCF: a campus on the move
I
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Welcome to the University of Central Florida and Orientation 2000! We are so excited to have you with us! For the
past 37 years, UCF has offered some of the best educational opportunities to college students. As we step into the dawn
of a new millennium, UCF not only offers its top ..notch educational programs to Florida students, but also to the
nation and world. This is a wonderful moment to be a UCF Golden Knight. Everything is growing around us! From
our athletic programs to our blossoming campus, UCF is on the move. As a Golden Knight, you should be proud to
be part of Florida's Educational Attraction and the fastest growing state university.
For the next two days, you will have an opportunity to fall in love with this university the way we have. As your
Orientation leaders, or "O..Teamers," we are part of a 27 ..year tradition of student leaders, facilitators and role models. Our
mission is to ensure new students' success by providing a smooth transition into UCF. We hope to introduce you to th~
opportunities UCF has to offer from another student's perspective, help you meet new friends by becoming part of
the UCF community, and ig. Knighting UCF spirit and pride.
We have been eagerly awaiting your arrival. Being a member of Orientation Team is a priceless
opportunity to become involved with our campus and learn much more about it. If you have questions,
please feel free to ask any o. Teamer.
We are always delighted to assist you.
We wish you the best of success
in your academic endeav..
ors. We've provided
this special edition
in conjunction with the Central Florida
Future to serve as an additional resource
for your college career.
Your college years are your
opportunity to shine .. "Catch the Spirit"
and GO KNIGHTS!

Yours in Black in Gold,
l

The 2000 UCF Orientation Team
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New technologies maintain UCF's standing
Borrowing one of these
machines is the equivalent of
UCF has a reputation for
checking out a $2, 700 book
being one of the most high,tech
though.
These high,tech computers
schools around the country, and
are outfitted not only with
some of the latest augmentations
around campus are certainly
Internet software, but also
upholding that standing.
with the library system's
Summer classes began with
WebLUIS, and such Microsoft
the opening of the campus' most
products as Word and Excel.
up to date, high,tech buildings.
The wireless Internet system
that the library is now
The building, whose design
equipped with has also been
began five years ago, is located
on Aquarius Agora Drive and
installed in the Student
contains a multitude of high,tech
Union's third floor, the Grand
devices and systems.
Pegasus Ballroom, and the
The new technology building is the latest to boast high-tech features on campus.
Some of these new tech,
Union's surrounding patio
nologies include special lighting
areas.
that provides optimum viewing of
The wireless ports
space on the second and third floors where
display screens, multimedia projectors, high,res,
to access the Internet
will
allow
laptop
users
both students and faculty may hook their lap,
olution over head document cameras, CD and
when they are within 300 feet of a port. This
tops up to the Internet, either through direct
will
provide students with Internet access in
DVD players, LAN connections, Internet
line access or wireless modems.
access, and service tech,ways.
Union
as well as for meetings, functions
the
Unlike other buildings around campus,
and conferences that can be held in the ball,
The building also
this one does not house just one or two schools,
president
room.
offers
but will be accessed by all students and faculty.
John Hitt
"Sometimes all the construction here can
"It has set a new standard for the way mul,
surfs the
be
annoying,
but stuff like this makes it all
timedia classrooms can be built in this millen,
web in
worth
the
inconveniences,"
said sophomore
style with nium," said Academic Facilities Designer,
Chris
Bernhardt.
Gerry Ewing. "This building is exceptional
Some other recent additions to UCF's
a
not just in Florida, but also in the country."
checkedcampus
include a new and updated fountain
Another technological addition here at
out
system, a third parking garage, a baseball stadi,
UCF is the ability to check out laptops in
laptop
um, a new academic village and dorms, and the
the university's library. The portable com,
irol'l'I the
enlargement of the Student Union. This
puters are equipped with the latest in
Ubral'Y·
enlargement
will include the addition of Steak
Internet connections-wireless modems.
Escapes,
Nectar's,
Mrs. Field's/ Pretzel Time,
Although the laptops are not allowed to
Optical,
as
well as the expansion of
College
leave the library, they make surfing the
STA Travel, KnightWear, and the KnightStop.
web in style much more convenient.
ADAM SHIVER
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Food, Music, Entertainment,
Loads of Info, Fun •••
~Catch the Spirit!!!
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GIVEAWAYS
including free food & drinks

~---d

•

•

other great prizes!

Organized by: Division of Student Development & En.rollment Services

•
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Bookstore
Your On-Campus Store

Your One-Stop Shop
· Lowest Textbook Prices Guaranteed

.

I)

n

1)

Featurin91 .
• The Largest Selection Of Used Textbooks .
• 90 Days Same As Cash With UCF Master C~rd*
• Textbook Reservation Program • Reserve Your
Fall Textbooks On-Line Now For. Convenient
· Pick-Up Later! (bkstOre.Com/ucf)
•· Daily Textbook Buyback (BY THE WAi. WE PAY
THEMOSTI)
.
.
.
• Most Complete Section ~f Reference & General
Reading material (30,000 titles)
• Starbuck's Cafe Featuring ·Daily Specials
• Academically Priced Software (Ex. Office 2000
standard $159.99) *
• Complete Convenience Section (Got The
· Munchies?)
• Largest Selection of UCF Clothing & Gifts
• All Of Your School & Art Supply Needs
• National Campus "Bestsellers" Discounted 303
tO 403 everyday
* See Store For Details
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So many clubs, so little time
.

ADA\1 SHNER

Looking for a way to get involved around cam,
pus and meet new people in the process? The
Office of Student Affairs (OSA) provides many
opportunities for stude!lts to become involved in
campus activities, community service, and leader,
ship development.
OSA is comprised of many different organi,
zations, including, Consultants for Effective
Leadership, the Campus Activities Board (CAB),
Emerging Knights, and Volunteer UCF (VUCF),
among others.
CEL, or Consultants for Effective
Leadership is intended to help students and orga,
nizations in fulfilling their leadership potential by
providing resources and training programs. CEL is
composed of students who are specially selected to
train and consult on a variety of leadership topics,
using the latest in presentation materials and
leadership development activities.
When it comes to entertaining, educating
and enlightening students, CAB is the organiza,
tion that does just that. In the past CAB has
arranged for such celebrities as Lenny Kravitz,
Adam Sandler, Oliver Stone, Bob Dole, Blues
Traveler, and Tom Deluca to appear for special
events and performances. CAB is an on campus,
student run organization. The board is divided
into ten distinct committees, each of which plans,
promotes, and implements various programs. The
Board of Directors is divided into Cinema,
Concerts, Cultural Arts, Dance Marathon,
Homecoming, Spectacular Knights, Popular
Entertainment, Promotions, Special Events,
Speakers, and Video Production.
Emerging Knights is a new program set to
begin in the fall semester of 2000, and will pro,
vide students with the opportunity to learn more
about leadership opportunities at UCF and how

Lenny Kravitz sings and UCF
students have a body surfing
blast at Homecoming 99.

to get involved. Emerging
Knights helps students
develop leadership skills while interact,
ing with current campus leaders and other new
and transfer ·students. Meetings for the organiza,
tion are to be held in the Student Union in room
218AB, Wednesdays from 1:00pm,2:30pm and

will begin Sept. 13 .
Volunteer UCF is a student run organiza,
tion dedicated to promoting and practicing com,
munity service. Volunteer UCF links students up
with over 200 different community service agen,
cies and projects that best fit the student's inter,
ests, talents, and majors. Volunteer UCF also
sponsors several events throughout the year. Some
of them include the Volunteer Expo, Get Carded:
Organ and Tissue Donation Awareness, Hunger
Banquet, Alternative Spring Break, Faculty
Volunteer Board, Blood Drives, and Suddenly
Service. Students are also encouraged to get
involved in an ongoing volunteer position with
local community service agency or to choose from
hundreds of special interest projects in the follow,
ing areas: animal care & the environment, arts &
recreation, children & education, criminal justice
& domestic violence, health care, disabled &
elderly, and many more.
On top of these specific areas,
the Office of
Student
Affairs
also coor,
dinates
many
other ser,
vices
around cam,
pus such as
budget assis,
~ance, pro,
gram develop,
ment, and
leadership
training. To
contact OSA for more
information call (407) 823,6471.

.._· E.M.BERS;It 1·P·:::._,:_~_orm_se_~_°?1_;_:eti_e_th_e_fo-ll-owt-·n_g-im_o_rm_afi_·_on_:
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Would you like to receive more than 40 benefits & services like these_
?...

Of applicable!: _

•

•

______.

I WorkPhone:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I Employer: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
I Title:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
I E-mail Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• Timely Info! • Networking with UCF P-arents & Alumni! • Interactive Web Site! • I Studenrs information:
• Free use of campus facilities! • Dozens of money-saving discounts! •
~~~e:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •
School Address !include apt. #!:._ _ _ _ _ __

ff yes, then now's the time for YOU to ioin the Parent Connection! When you ioin the
Parent Connection, we'll tell you "everything you want to know that your student will
forget to tell you!" (because they'll be too-busy studying and taking tests, right?).

City, State, Zip:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •
School Phone:~-~~~~-~~~-~~-•

And if your student would like to receive more than 20 great benefits & services like E-mail Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
0 Male 0 Female
these ...
Campus Attending !circle one):
Brevard
Orlando
Class Standing (cirlce one): FR

• FREE T-shirt! • FREE ne1working with UCF Alurmi! • FREE scholarship oppOrtunities! •
• FREE profesSional seminars! • FREE magazi1es and newsletters! • FREE socials! •

Volusia
SO JR

S,A v·E MONEY ..,. JOIN TODAY!!!
,

•
•

•

(*If additional space is needed for joint or student memberships,
please attach a separate sheet.I

'

Amount Enclosed:$

If you join with this form, you will receive our discounted price for membership in both
the Parent Connection and the Student Alumni Association. Both you and your student 0 Please charge my Visa/MC/AMEX (circle one):
Card#
will benefit. Take advantage of this great special today!
,
) Exp. date:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~~~~~~~~~~-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

•-1. ati
• • · • th
(407)
to
823
2586
II
Ca
f more II norm On Of VISit US In e
Administration buildin~ room 340.

•

SR

Choose one of the foll~wing memberships:
...then-now's the time for YOUR STUDENT to join the Student Alumni Association! SM 0 Individual Parent: $25
members can take advantage of our award-winning Mentor Program, where we'll match 0 Joint Parent: $40*
them with a UCF alum who's working in the field they're interested in. Their membership 0 Individual Parent/One Student: $35*
0 Joint Parent/One Student: $50*
in SM can be one of the most valuable parts of their UCF experience.
[J Individual Parent/Two Students: $50*
[J Joint Parent/Two Students: $60*
.·~- ·

•

•
•

I 0 Enclosed is a check or money order made
I payable to the UCF Parent Connection.
1

I

Meil to: UCF Parent Connectton, PMB 2, 12424 Research
Parkway, 5uite 135, Orlando, R. 32826-9901
Fax to: (407) 823-0172 Drop off in: Adrrinishalion 340
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· .WeleoBJe All I11eoB1i11g Students!
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We Have the Most IJsed Books
at the LOWEST Pri~es*

l

*(no need to look for more details here, we\
simply ARE the LOWEST prieed store! )
.Just in ease we missed something, we wlll beat
any other store priee by double the difference!

~ Park AT THE .DOOR, NOT DOWN THE ROAD!
. FREE COFFEE, all da':' everyday!
-

~

Daily buy baek at the best priees!
Snacks,

dr~nks,

supplies, what you want!

University Blvd.
C)

- 1 Applebee's I

Boston
Market

~

~

-----------------------------~
Collegiate Way
~

CB & S Bookstore

;3

,./··-.,

(')

,/-----~_. ../>
... ........ ... ~ .

Deferred payment plan

/,./

. · UCF Clothing at the best priees .d~f{j

''THE PLACE TO SAVE MONEY WHILE AT 'UCF''
. 407.382.1817
Monday-Friday 8:30am-8:00pm
Saturday 10:00am·6:00pm
Sunday 12pm-6:00pm
12140 Collegiate Way (behind Applebe~'s)
P.4.BENTS - ask our 1',-anager About our.speeial Credit Card
ser1iee to Assist ;rvu witb Youi· Student's Purebases.

•

UCF Fraternities·and Sororities
•

men's/women's average. This past
semester, over 25% of the sorority
women were on the Dean's List
(earning a 3 .5 or higher)! For acad,
emic support, the members are pro,
vided with structured study halls,
educational programs, scholarships,
tutorial programs, as well as awards
and incentives to challenge mem,
bers to reach their full potential. A
recent University of Minnesota
study has shown that members of
fraternities and sororities are more
likely to obtain a degree and stay in
school than non,affiliated students.

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

W

ith 33 fraternities and
sororities, UCF's award
winning fraternity and sorority
community provides something for
everyone. Florida Leader Magazine
recently recognized UCFs Greek
Community as the "Best Greek
Community" in the State of
Florida for 1999,2000! At UCF,
fraternities and sororities continu,
ally provide students with a unique
opportunity for leadership growth,
development, and involvement.
As a new student to UCF, you may
be asking yourself several of the
following questions:
• Will I fit in and make new
friends? ·
• Will I succeed academically?
• Will I be able to get involved in campus organiza,
tions and better my leadership skills?
• Will I be able to prepare and network for a career?
• Will I feel like a part of the campus community
(or just a number)?
Fraternity and sorority life can help personal,
ize your college experience and provide a home
away from home! After all, 2,200 students can~t be
wrong!
But what is fraternity and sorority life all
about?
BUILDING A FOUNDATION OF
SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT , The UCF
Greek Community continually encourages academic
success. The grade point average of the sororities
and fraternities is generally above the all

•
•

•
•

BUILDING A FOUNDATION
OF LEADERSHIP , Greek organi,
zations exemplify democracy in
Pi Kappa Phi
action. Officers are elected within
readies recruitthe chapter to manage the day,to,
ment signs in
day operations of the organization.
preparation
These officers are assisted by mem,
for
bers serving on committees. In
Fall Rush.
addition, the national headquarters
have regional and national leader,
ship conferences where students can learn a variety of
leadership skills. Alumni play an important role, as
advisors and mentors. Alumni organizations help stu,
dents network for potential employment opportunities
after graduation.
BUILDING A FOUNDATION OF COMMUNJ,
TY SERVICE , Community service is an important
aspect of sorority and fraternity membership. From
volunteering in elementary schools, to giving blood, to
the dance marathon, to raising money for charities
such as the American Heart Association, Muscular
Dystrophy Association, Ronald McDonald House, or

•

•
•

•

'

•

_ _ _, Il JFIE

•
•

at4:00 pm

In the UCF Arena

NPHC Greek Expo .
Tuesday, Sept 6th
at 7:00 Pm in

•
•

Pegasus Ballroom
Student Union

---

•
•

Come see what' you've been missing!

www.UCFFUTURE.COM
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the Arnold Palmer Children's Hospital to name a few, UCF's
sororities and fraternities are lending a helping hand. Last year,
fraternities and sororities at UCF spent over 16,000 hours per,
forming community service.

UCF STUDENTS: Present your student ID and receive
15% OFF the purchase of a complete pair of eyeglasses!

Eye exams and
contact lens
fittings available.

l

BUILDING A FOUNDATION OF SOCIAL ACTIVJ,
TIES , For many students, the Greek social life helps to make
college a more fulfilling experience. Greek organizations provide
a calendar of social activities, including formals, homecoming,
skit nights, mixers and other special events. Sororities and fra,
ternities can offer
more of a family
atmosphere and go
UCf,;,rates No. 1
beyond ordinary
in Gre~k Community',
friendships ..
.often lasting a
4
lifetime.
·'· .

~~~ ;,~~ER

WM~Qt:i."1!

COST,
HOUSING AND
Magazine. lJ@~~~' ~r~eks lead the w~t.tn
LIVING
a large number ofprograms. Some ,,
ARRANGE,
include, but are,ill'not.
a.mired. ·to,.. the
Gi:eek
•
.
"'
MENTS ,
Student Suc;cess program, imd the amwal
Arrangements vary
step::show ~ompefil:ion. Tb:e univers~ty's
greatly, from fra,
r @reek:~Yf<r~i.Jsi,c{)rp.prised of33 fratetn.i) '
ternity chapters
tte5 and ,$0i~titi~s :wl:itchJnclUde
more
.
.
.
living in apart,
· than z,~ao stud,eats,
ment style
.t
"quadraplexes", to
houses in Greek Park on campus (which are owned and operated
by the chapter's alumni corporations), to organizations that do
not have houses at all. Living arrangements differ from chapter
to chapter. Some chapters with houses in Greek Park have meal
plans and cooks,· other employ caterers to serve periodic meals.
In 1999, the average cost of living in a house in Greek Park was
$2,100 (which includes dues, rent, and meal plan). Total rent
and meals for residence halls and off,campus apartments aver,
ages between $2,300 and $2,500 per semester. Greek Life is very
affordable, and in many instances, is less expensive than living
in the residence halls or off,campus apartments.

• Fendi
• Escada
• Autoflex
··CK
·ELLE
• Ralph Lauren
·Lafont

;

And the Custom
Eyewear by Lindberg
M-F: 9am-Spm
Sat: 9am-1pm

Broadway Eyes at Publix Plaza at Riverside Landings
1783 E. Broadway Street Oviedo, Florida 32765 Phone 407-971-2500

Just in case
the rock star thing
doesn't work out.
Kaplan gets you in.
College Law School Business School Graduate School Medical School

For over 60 years, Kaplan has been helping students get into the schools
of their choice. Whether you're facing the SAT, LSAT, GMAT, GAE, MCAT or
TOEFt=, take Kaplan and get the score you need to get into the schools you want.

For Information or to enroll In a class near you,
call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit us online at kaptest.com.

KAPLAN'
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan
'Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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ATHLETICS , Fraternities and sororities sponsor teams
to participate in various intramural sports and other fraternity
and sorority philanthropic tournaments. Some of these sports
include flag football, soccer, basketball, tennis, ·softball and floor
hockey. Fraternities and sororities also have members that are
varsity athletes in football, volleyball, tennis, wateMki, crew,
and cheerleading. Fraternity and sorority members have been
instrumental in providing the majority of school spirit at UCF.
THERE IS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE , Our Greek
System has grown tremendously over the past eight years. To
accommodate for this growth we have added new fraternity and
sorority chapters. Students at UCF have an incredible opportu,
nity to build upon these organizations. During the past two
years, we have added a historically Hispanic fraternity and soror,
ity, and a historically Jewish fraternity for those students who
would culturally identify to these specific organizations.
Regardless, the chapters are made up of members from all types
of backgrounds.
WHO JOINS FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES? ,
While certain values, rules and procedures are very much a part
of Greek Life (as in any organization), fraternity and sorority
members respect the individual talents, interests and accom,
plishments of their members. A "Greek" is many different
things and is difficult to stereotype (despite what you may hear).
Members of fraternities and sororities are students from different
cultural, religious and socioeconomic backgrounds. At UCF, a
fraternity or sorority member is: a USATODAY AU,American
Scholar, a rock band member, a pre,med major, Miss UCF, a resi,
dent assistant, a pilot, an actress or actor, a varsity athlete, a stu,
dent senator, a LEAD Scholar, a member of the President's
Leadership Council, a member of the Campus Activities Board,
a peer educator, Student Body President, a Young Republican, a
Young Democrat, a business major, a film major, an Orientation
Team member, an education major, an ROTC cadet, a friend
(just to name a few), and most of all .....a UCF GREEK IS
YOU!!!!
BECOMING INVOLVED , The best way to become
involved is to register for the fraternity or sorority recruitment
period, often called Rush or Recruitment. Recruitment is a
m~tual selection procedure and is. a time for students to ask
questions, define time commitments, financial obligations, and
membership requirements.
Whether you decide to join a fraternity or sorority,
Rush/Recruitment is a great way to meet people and get
acquainted with life at the University of Central Florida. For
additional information, please call the Greek Council Office
{208 Student Union) at (407) 823 .. 2072 or check out our
Web site at http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-gogreek

(.

Find What You're Into.
orland

·

Your Reliable Source For Entertainment.

,,
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www.UCFFUT_~RE.COM
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CFF, ITK: We've got you covered
ADAM SHIVER

K

eeping up with what is going on around campus is virtually impossible to do alone. So
where do you turn to find out what is happening?
The answer lies right before your eyes.
There are a few major sources for information regarding UCF's happenings. Two publications which keep up with UCF's most newsworthy events for you are the Central Florida Future
and Into The Knights.
The Central Florida Future, published

university's sports, with a very strong emphasis
weekly during the fall and spring semesters and
on
UCF's emerging football team.
bi-weekly in the summer semester, is the school's
Into The Knights is another publication,
main source for news regarding the university,
which can be found on the Internet as well as
and is written, edited, and layed out by UCF stuaround campus. The site, at
dents each week.
www.intotheknights.com, provides site-goers
The Future, a product of
with the same in-depth coverage as well as an Knight Publishing,
interactive experience through its 'Fan Forum',
reports on
\ 'Talk Back' features, and scoreboard.
a wide
These two publications are a must for all
\
variety of
topics, all
\
-~ ~ \
UCFsturelated to
Enjoy the best of both
dents who
UCF and col\
.,.... '"::·:.;i'~~:§. ~]ff~:?:~~;_p},..:; \
worlds, in print and
want to keep
lege life.
online. Check outthe
Everything from
\ ~-;.,,;:; .:..:: ,.,,, ....,..,..
\:IC\\~nt ~\\tl \
sites online at
\ 'f.~-~11t\#~,...
\
going on
news, to student
\
""< Jt"-' i
www.ucffuture.com!
around camopinions, enter\
~\
'
~==::--~pus, and can
tainment and
~~~~~~
be found in
sports can be read
every Wednesday in
distribution
bins on camthe Future. You will
pus as well as
be able to read every. in many of
thing from news about
the local businesses surrounding the
reviews, and advice
university. The
columns.
On top of the printFuture editorial
office can be
ed edition of the Central Florida Future,
reached at
there is also an online version of the paper
at www.ucffuture.com. Here, stories from
407-365-7656.
the printed publication can be seen as well
as calendar_events, movie and CD reviews,
and much more.
On top of the sports coverage that the
Future provides, Into The Knights publishes a
monthly magazine that keeps you up to date on
· <:en~~i9t, f!?t1!'Qf'orm.~ton on»:)b,
all of the sports at UCE
-~a!\~~-~~
reicglfl '
It provides in-depth coverage of all of the

~- ~~.J;~§~Zfi; \
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Look fOf these stands to pi~k L1P t~e

«entral.lfltNilaFurd1e: ·.$i4:<~·
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~
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Library

·Matli &,P~ysi~
Rear Parkh}gGarage
F~p.nt P.~gGa~gtr
Ad.mnustration Blug.
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Educ:atiootBldg.
Engineering Bldgt·ir'";
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Orlando's Guaranteed Lowest
Contact Lens Prices Including the Eye Exam!!
r--~--~-------,

r-------------,
SOFT ·

r~----~-~-----,

DISPOSABLE!

CONTACTS

DISPOSABLE!

INCLUDES EVE EXAM!

INCLUDES EVE EXAM!

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1' With purchase Of 4 or more boxes. Acuvue,
I Sequence 11, fresh lookt CIBA Focus Weekly
L ~_M!!!~8!..R!!8!: !~~8!,!1~.J

CLEAR

•}

$1495

2·aoxEs· ·

$8995,. $6995
Cooper Vision™ Silver 7 DaHy wear.

CIBA Focus Visitint, 1-2 week disposable.

L------................. ...-.J - -·- - - ---- - - - r- - - - .•:-:- r-------------,
, .,COLOR':. <:
DISPOS•LE
EXPtRES 8131/00

CONTACISi
ON& YEAR SUPPlYt

DR. LARSON
600 E ALTAMONTE DR STE 1000
& CORNER BOSTON AVE

L .After ~cturer Rebate. EXPIRES 8131/00 .J

-~r:-.- · - ~

' I)

ALTAMONTE
Sl'RlllSS
834-9727

~- ,

81SPOSIB&.Et

1

INCLUDES
EYE
EXAM!
. . ,. .
..
.
.

r

s11~

:

.I

· " OR. NGUYEN
8001 S ORANGq; BLOSSOM TRAIL
·NEAR·ADAMS ,MARK;HQTEL

·1

FASBIOll
SQUARE llAU.

:x'"f

...,......... ~ 0paque.c0Jor

Blends or ~!Boxes disposable 1
1 lenses.
After Mfr Rebate. EXPIRES 8131/00

L----··-.. ··---.J

Contact lenses and eye exams are provided by Independent Doctors of Optometry located at:

PEARII VISION™

FLORIDA llALL
438-2914

894-1559
DR.SANZO
3461 E COLONIAL DRIVE
NEXT TO RUBY TUESDAYS

*No d1 ·counts or other coupons apply. Offer _goo<l onl\' at pJrticipating locations. Guaranteed to me,'t or heat local competitor price on same product. \cnain restrict11:ins apply. 'o exchanges on lenses afte~ I0 days. lllam fees nun-relumlable.
Present coupon prior to eye el{am. Pearle and Pearle Vi\i,in arc trademarks of Pearle, Inc. ©1992 Pearle. Inc. The patient and an) other person re~pon,ihle !or payment has a nght I> refuse to pay. cancel payment. •>r he re11nhurscd for payment for
imy other service. c\amination, 0r treatment '-' hich i~ performed a-; a result of and within scvrnt)-lwo (72l hours of rcsp0ndmg to the adver11semen1 for the free. discounled fee . or reduced fee ~erv:LC. ex.1rn1n;1tmn. or lreatment.
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Student Government: Heightening and enriching
Government Computer Lab, located on the sec,
ond floor of the Student Union, with a trained
ultivating and enhancing student life is the
staff to provide help to users of the lab. SGA also
goal of UCF's Student Government
offers the KIOSK, an informational resource
Association (SGA). SGA wa">
located near the center of campus,
established to serve and represent
to provide answers to questions that
the university's student body.
students may have.
SGA is composed of three
This year's student government
different, main branches. The
president Dennis Sprenkle, and vice
executive branch, the legislative
presidents Marco Pena and Kristine
branch, and the judicial branch.
Kurle, are hoping to promote
These branches of student govern,
heightened sense student awareness
ment are all essential to properly
around campus. They are looking to
representing and providing for stu,
do this through monthly 'town hall'
dents.
meetings, UCF's activities line:
All students pay an activity
(407) 82J,INFO, clubs database,
and service fee with their tuition.
newsletter, and a 'Freshman
The amount paid by each student
Survival Kit'. They also are looking
is based upon how many credit
to promote student pride and ere,
hours they take. The fee is includ,
ate a solid leadership foundation.
ed to provide the student body
UCF Student Government President Dennis Sprenkle, center, is joined this
There are many more opportu,
with a variety of services. These
year by Vice-Presidents Christine Kurle and Marco Pena.
nities, events, and resources that
services are provided by three dif,
SGA provides. For information
ferent agencies under SGA. These
regarding these, or for any other questions or
Consultants for Effective Leadership's annual
three main agencies are Recreational Services,
comments, contact Student Government at ( 407)
Etiquette Dinner, as well as many more.
Student Union, and the Office of Student affairs,
823,2191.
Some other services that Student
which includes groups such as the Campus
Government provides are the Student
ADAM SHIVER

C

,

Activities Board, Volunteer UCF, and Emerging
Knights.
Student Government also puts on such
events as Miss UCF, Homecoming, and

WARNING!!!!
WATCH OUT FOR THOSE TRICKY
RENT AL APPLICATIONS
(Don't lose your$$$$ and your good credit)

Do not sign a rental application
that qbligates you to sign a ·1ease!
WHY?
1 . Because you could be paying the rent on an apartment tnat you do not occupy.
2. Because you could be pressured into signing a lease agreeme~t regardless of its
terms.

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES
Problems with?
•Landlords
• Name change
• Uncontested
Dissolution

Need?.

• A will·
·• Insurance
• Contracts
•Police

Student Legal Services provides students with assistance in selected areas of law su.ch
as landlord/tenant, consumer, chapter 7 bankruptcy, criminal, traffic & uncontested
dissolutions. Qualified students can receive consultation and representation free of
charge.
For information or an appointment
call 407-823-2538 or stop by the Student Resource Center, Room 155
Monday-:- Friday, 8AM-5PM

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-stulega/ ·
SLS is funded by Activity & Service F.ees through the Student Government Association

,
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Generation Donation is coming

Over 30,000 Square Feet
of Fitness Featuring:
Strength Training e Cardio Kickboxing
Spinning e Treadmills e Lifecycles
Aerobics • over 50 clases per week
Stairmasters e Cross Trainers
Over 50,000 LBS. of Free Weights

Hey Mew Students • Stop in or Call Today
and Receive a Special Discount!

Collection Reps
Access One
Communications/
Talk.com - One of the
fastest growing telecommunications companies in
the SE has openings ·
in our Finance Dept for
Collection Reps for our
new location in the UCF
area. Candidates must
· have good computer
skills, as well as good
communication and organization skills. Prior
collections, customer service or telemarketing
experience necessary.
Telecom experience
a plus. Full-time and parttime positions available
for evening and weekend
positions. Fax resume
to 407-313-1313 or email
to dmullen@accessone.cc
Provisioning
Specialists/Data Entry
Access One
Communications/
Talk.com one of the
fastest growing
telecommunication companies in the Southeast
has openings for
Provisioning Specialists
and Data Entry Personnel
in our UCF area location.
Candidates must have
good computer skills as
well as good organization
and communication skills.
Full time day positions
and part time evening
positions available. Fax
resume to 407-313-1313

or email to
dmullen@accessone.cc

Multiple choice
made easy.
Q:What is the best tool to get you through college and your career?
a. iMac

A:

E. Any Mac Above.

Reasons to
Choose Macintosh
Students, faculty and staff can shop for
and purchase Macintosh systems at an
educational discount. Visit Apple's on-line
educational store at www.apple.com/ education/store, contact your on-campus computer sales center, or phone Apple at 1800-780-5009 to get this special pricing.

8

Simplicity is Beautiful

Your Personal Research Assistant

2

Mac OS 9, Apple's impressive new operating system, .features Sherlock 2. Sherlock 2
searches your hard drive or the web for all
of your needs, from research topics to
comparison shopping on the web.

Built-in Networking

3

There's no need to wait in long lines on
the first week of school for an Ethernet
carc:L Every Macintosh includes a built-in
10/100-Mbps Ethernet port. So while your
PC using friends are waiting to upgrade
their systems, you can get up and running
on the Internet in no time.

Wireless Connectivity

4

AirPort, Apple's new wireless connectivity
solution, lets you surf the web without
wires. AirPort is available for all Apple
products and offers an inexpensive solution to wireless web surfing and networking within the classr-oom or dorm room.

5

It's in the Operating System
Perhaps the best reason to choose a Mac
is something found beneath the surface.
The ease of use of the Mac OS has allowed Apple to become what it is todaythe premier operating system for higher
education. Mac OS 9 has added powerful
new features like Multiple Users, Sherlock
2, Keychain, Auto Update, and File Encryption.

Software Galore

6

With over 16,000 titles to choose from
(each listed and profiled at
www.apple.com/guide), there is an extensive library of software waiting to fill the
needs and ideas of every Mac user.
Eligibilitv restrictions apply. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac, and Macintosh are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. The Apple Store, iMac, and Sherlock are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. PowerPC is a trademark of lntemational Busines.s Ma·
chines Corporation, used under ll5Ccnsc therefrom. Other product and company
names mentioned herein may be trademarks of their respective companies. Internet
access requires ISP, fees may apply. Primed in the U.SA.

- --
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Welcome to Apple's iTools

Discount for Education

1

-

.~

T

-

-

-

-

----~

d. PowerBook

c. iBook

b. PowerMac G4

9

iTools, a set of free Internet tools for
users of Mac OS-9, features iReview-a
list of web sites reviewed by other Mac
users, KidSafe-a list of sites for children,
HomePage--an easy-to-use web site
creation and publishing tool, iDisk20MB of free online storage, and
Mac.com-your own personalized
@mac.com email address.

Step One-Plug In. Step Two-Get Connected. Step Three ... with your
Macintosh, there is no step three. You are
surfing and creating in no time. The new
USB and high-speed FireWire connectors
feature plug-and-play capabilities, allowing you to connect and disconnect ·
dozens of peripherals without shutting
down your system.

The PowerPC vs. the Pentium
All Maci.ntosh computers are powered by
PowerPC G3 or G4 microprocessors.
These chips have consistently ~utper
formed Intel's chips. See how.the iMac
G3 and the PowerMac G4 compare versus their Intel counterparts.
iMac vs. Pentium and Celeron
Processor Performance
iMac 400MHz PowerPC G3

13.1

iMac 350MHz PowerPC G3

11.5

Pentium Ill-based PC SSOMHz

7.4

BYI'Emark integer index processor scores © McGraw-Hill

PowerPC G4 vs. Pentium Ill
Processor Performance
SOOMHz G4 Processor
800MHz Pentium Ill Processor

based on Intel's own Signal Processing library Specifications

For more information, stop by
UCF Computer Store
UCF Student Union
Lighthouse Mall, Room 102F
Orlando, FL 32816
407/823-5603
http://www.cstore.ucf.edu

•
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The
2000

0-Team
takes a
moment to
tel/you
what they
wish they
knew when
they were
· UCF

freshmen.

We, a group of diverse student leaders of the University of Central Florida, u-Knight to
form the 2000 .Orientation Team. It is our mission to ensure new students' success by:
• Providing a smooth transition into VCF
•· ig-Knighting VCF spirit and pride
• introducing them to the opportunities VCF has to offer from another student's perspective
• helping them meet new friends and become a part of the VCF community
Through our commitment, we will strive to continue VCF's dedication to excellence.

REACH: ·Peer Education
c

• College Eaentlals

ca

· Critical items and info for incoming students

E
~

• Altershock

Contingency plans for substance abuse policies

CQ

,,,

~

',

,..,

'

(,

Aprogram designed to provide students

z,

:. , , •.,(,'..--.'P .........

~

,

alcohol and drugs

0

c

ca

· An interactive way to learn about todavs
college health Imes such as lll\l/All>S,
Drugs & Alcohol, Safer S~, and more

-

E
ca
~

~

en
CV
.....u

0
,.c

u

with a classroom atmosphere discussing

I

... u

• Saler Sex Olptplcs

Learn the 12 steps to putting on a condom
as well as other fun activities
Call

823-5457

. ,. Provides the off campus student with up

REACH

to date information on college health
related issues

We are located
in Trailer 618
(Next to

Peer education designed and created
speciAcallf for the greek community
Greeks helping greeks

CREOL)

3 credit hour course offered in the fall
and spring semesters training students
to become peer educators

CONDOMS
AVAILABLE

Fust Baptist Church Ovitdo's Collegiate Ministry
WELCOMES YOU!
Fall. Semester 2000
Sunday morning "Worship _HIM" - 10:50am
Sunday evening "24-Seven Discipleship" - S:OOpm
Wednesday evening C/C WORSHIP - 7:07pm
Meetings, Worship, and Study times
are held at "The Plaza" •
Welcome Home Knights,
I would like to invite you to he a part of what
God is doing in our College/Career group. We
have students that are active in BCM, Campus
Crusade, FCA, & the Greeks ••• from UCF, SCC,
& Valencia. You are bound to see someone you
know from the area, and I'll look forward to
seeing you here!
Rick Pughe, College Pastor

Just S minutes from UCF
Directions: Take S.R. 434/Alafaya Trail north.
Go past Broadway and then turn right into the ·
Plaza across the street from FBC Oviedo.

,-----------.---_, You don't have to be Bap·tist to Worship with ·us--Everyon.e's Welcome!
Broadwa Street

FBC1-e4o

~IN.uo"

~

,.,.,..

Mitchell Hammock

Seasonal events include:
Winter Ski Retreat, White Water
Rafting, Local Service Projects,
Disciple Now Weekend, State
Student Conference, Monday Night
Football I 8:4Spm @ "The Plaza"•

*

Univertit Blvd. .

Physie1I access

Ib.I

*lYNlC Bus

.

First Baptist Church of Oviedo
45 W. Broadway Street, Oviedo, FL 32765
Dr. Dwayne Mercer, Senior Pastor
Rob Wassel, College Associate
Annie Horstmeyer, CIC Adm. Assistant
407.365.3484 / rpughe@fbcoviedo.org

Real Life • Real People • Real Questions • Real Answers

Baptist

Collegiate
·

Ministries

Thursdays 7 p.m.
Student Union 316
ucf .edu/-bcm
ucfbcm@hotmoil.com
Office: Student Resource Ctr. 154

With BCM .. .

In your /ife .. .
On your campus ...
ace it... as a college student, you are
making decisions that will affect yo,u
for the rest of your life. There's no
better time to learn about all that God has
in store for you.
Gather with a large gro·up of students
searching for answers that make sense...
in a world that often doesn't.
Brad Crawford, BCM Director
407.823.5336

Bible Studies • Formals .e Intramurals • Parties • Trips • Service Projects

(J

•
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My first freshman moment

11599 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32817

!

remember the first day I came to the
University of Central Florida. As a
freshman from Pennsylvania I was lost,
scared and bewildered. I didn't know
anyone who went to school here and I
barely knew the campus.
I was now a resident in
Orange Hall and this fright,
ening campus was my new
home. Moments after I
first arrived, I experi,
enced one of my many
freshman moments.
As my mom and I
pulled onto campus for
housing check,in, we
were lost. Luckily, there
were signs everywhere
leading us to housing check,in and
its nearby parking.
As we pulled into our parking
spot, I was too excited to pay attention
to where we had parked. After com,
pleting my check,in,· all I wanted to do

phone: (407) 273-9600
fax: (407) 273-6674

web: www.HeadLightZ.com

A 15,000 Sq. Ft. Entertainment Complex & Pizzaria
Happy Hour Daily Open To 8 pm.
Open Mon - Fri 4 - 2 am. Sat. & Sun Noon till 2 am.
We Offer Video Games, Pool, Darts, T.V.
&
Karaoke 9 till lam. w/ Rocldn Ronnie Burns
DONTFORGET
COLLEGE NIGHT ON WEDNESDAY !
BIG DADDY'S PIZZA
Opens At llam. For Delivery
Take Out I Dine In Avail.
Only While Club Is Open
Open till 11 pm. Sun. - Thu.
Fri. & Sat till lam.

was move in. However, there was a
minor problem. We had walked so far
from our parking space that we became
disoriented and had no clue as to
where we had parked the car only 15
minutes earlier.
·
Thirty minutes later, we still
hadn't found our car and
along came parking services.
Not long after that were we
reunited with our car.
Though UCF can
seem frighteningly large at
first, not long after you first
arrive will you become
accustomed to t 1e ways of
this world.
WARNING: No mat,
ter how comfortable you are with
these new surroundings, always remem,
ber where you parked your car.
Do you want this to be one of
your many freshman moments? I think
not!

Check Out BIG DADDY'S Membership Program

Presidential
wave

·---------------------~-------------

UCF President Dr.
John C. Hitt and
his wife, Martha,
' are two of the
biggest supporters UCF has. Dr.
. Hitt has been
UCF's President
since 1992 and
has helped the
school gain
national and
international
recognition.

FREE MOVIE
Need a study break? Budget kind of slim? Late date?
We have the solution! ALOMA CINEMA GRILL
offers great movies, food, beer & wine all for your
pleasure. The attached ticket is good for ONE FREE
ADMISSION to any movie after 9:00 pm. Call for
show times then come on down and enjoy a movie
that's easy on the wallet!
·

w
z

~Ai
CINEMA GRILL

.Q·
1w

-

~
u.
w

~

~

MOVIE PASS

c<(

Expand boundaries,
experience growth

1155 Almna Avtnut • IWnter Park. ntm) 678-8214

Expiration Oate: 9/30/2000

-----------------------------------

PLAY IT AGAI n

SPO~lr~

NEW & USED SPORTING EQUIPMENT
Bu:

•

Sell

•

Trade

• Con~ign

r---------,r---------,
FREE

I I Very Experienced Golf Balls I

11

lnline Skate Rental

with this coupon
expires 12/31/00
not valid with any other coupon

II
II
II

Buy2 Doz. -Get the
3rd Doz. FREE
with this coupon
expires 12/31/00
not valid with any other coupon

I

I
I
I

L---------~L---------~
r---------,r---------,

I DISC GOLF PLAYERS! I I FREE Basketball!
I UCF Students get 10% OFF I I mention this ad and
I all Disc Golf Purchases I I
you get a.
with student l.D.
II
I
FREE Basketball!
expires 12/31/00
while supplies last
I not valid with any other coupon I I
~---------~L---------~
7600 l

niH·rsit~

Bh cl.•\\ inter Park. Fl

-W7 -6 77 -5007

I

was on an academic scholarship my
first year of college and without it I
would not be able to remain here.
So I was very nervous to join c:1;ny
type of club or be involved in any
extracurricular activities. The first
semester I joined one club and was
a full,time student with 12 hours.
I did OK obtaining three "Ns"
and one "B" but I was not happy.
I always regretted not get,
ting involved in more things
because I saw everyone around
me meeting new friends and
exploring different options and
things. So, the next semester I
decided to jump in with both
feet. I was a full,time student with 14
hours and held positions in multiple
organizations and got a job on campus.
At first it was overwhelming and
I was not sure if I was going to be able
to handle it. By the end of the semes,
ter, I received a 4.0 GPA and fulfilled
as well as surpassed the expectations of
the positions.
This was by far the best semester
I have ever had in my aq.demic career.
I found that by putting more on my
plate it seemed to keep me more orga,
nized. I met a number of friends, many
of whom I would have never

approached in a normal setting because
they didn1t share the same interests as
me. In fact they turned out to be my
best friends.
These different activ,
ities also opened my
eyes to a wide variety
of activities I didn't
even know UCF
offered. I learned
that when I have
an opportunity in
front of me, I
need to jump-on
it if I am truly
interested in it. I
don't want to look
back on my college career and regret
not doing something.
College is only four or five years
and that may seem like a long time at
first but it does fly by and you should
seize everything this fine institution has
to offer. I have lived by this ever since
and have been happy.
This may not be the best solution
for everyone. Test your boundaries and
see if you are able to handle multiple
activities. But you should always be on
the lookout to expand those boundaries
and push yourself to succeed or else you
will never ow.

ORIENTATION
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Surviving in college
"Everything I need to know, I
learned in kindergarten."
Have you heard this saying
before? Yeah, it's cute, but it's
wrong! The saying should be:
"Everything I need to know to sur,
vive, I learned in college."
If you think about it, it makes
a lot of sense. In college, you learn
to save money by taking mayonnaise
and ketchup packages from Wendy's
instead of purchasing these items at
the grocery store. Your Sunday rou,
tine begins with clipping coupons,
and then going to Super Wal,Mart
and buying all of their generic prod,
ucts . .
Then, when you get home you
save the plastic bags so you can use
them later as trash bags, instead of
paying top dollar for Glad draw,
string. You also begin taking advan,
tage of the McDonald's savings days:
Sundays - 39,cent cheeseburgers;
Mondays - 79,cent chicken
nuggets, and my favorite which hap,
pens to be the. cheapest, 29,cent

hamburgers.
One of the
most important
survival skills I
learned was
how to get
free food. I
lived in the
dorms this
year and I took advantage
of all the movie nights, because they
were always giving away free pizza
and subs. I joined clubs and organi,
zations, not only to have school
spirit and to be a part of something,
but also to get the free cookies and
chicken wings they would serve at
their meetings. I gave pints and
pints of blood during blood drives
because I got hamburgers in return.
So the next time you're stand,
ing in line at Publix, look at the
items you are purchasing and ask
yourself, "Can't I go to Wendy's and
pick up a handful of mustard pack,
ages, instead of paying $2 I could
use at Cairo's tonight?"

Late-night hangout
No this isn't the area's top nightclub. Rather, it's the campus library where all UCF students will spend a portion of their time. The library includes a basement and plenty of
quiet time to study or research.

SUMMERWALK
-ON UNIVERSITY7000 University Boulevard• Winter Park, Florida 32792 • 407-678-6226 • Fax: 407-677-5591

NOW LEASING!
SPECIAL OFFER FOR
UCF ALUMNI/ STUDENTS/FACULTY

2 Sparkling Pools
Basketball/Tennis Courts
Pet Friendly
Beautiful Courtyard Views
Winter Park Address
Large Apartment Homes
Washer/Dryer Connections in select Apt. Homes
/
Short Distance to UCF
Ceramic Tile in all Bathrooms
Kitchen offers Window-and Pantry in select Apt. Homes

Welcome Home!

AIMCO

m
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Aword to the wise

lfonly I baCI
I

know, I know-you all are tired of read,
ing. After all the college applications,
scholarships and paperwork that goes along
with coming to a university, (not to mention
all of the essays you had to write), reading
has become monotonous. Not to worry. What
I am about to tell you is short and sweet and
will ultimately help you through a
CESSFUL first year at UCE

known,•.•

sue,

• No. 1 - no matter what anyone
tells you, GO TO CLASS!!! There is a myth
that circulates, €specially your freshman year,
that you don't need to go to class when you
enter college. However, this is untrue. There
is important information, especially in large
lectures, that is critical to your knowledge
and understanding of the course. It's not like
high school where you could miss material
and your teacher would fill you in the. next
day. In college, professors leave you to figure
it our for yourself. Since you are an "adult"
now, living on your own without mommy and
daddy, professors treat you
like that ( well, most of
them). They don't hold
your hand through the
course. If you don't
understand something,
talk to your professor or
your peers and get help.
Guaranteed, if you are
lost in the beginning of
the course, a lightning
bolt is not going to
strike your brain waves
enabling you to instan,
taneously comprehend

•
•

what you didn't before.

• No. 2 - Make sure when you go to
class (and I am confident you will), you have
plenty of extra pens and pencils because you
never know when one of them will conve,
niently stop working. And guess what?? No
one will be there to say "Oh, your pen
exploded," or "Your pencil broke, here, have
mine." So if that means pricking your finger
and writing in blood, so be it (.
• No. 3 - Buy comfortable clothes!!
Ladies, this is no longer a fashion contest.
No one cares what you look like, especially if
you have classes that start before 10 a.m.
Most of the time you will roll out of bed,
brush your hair, and those of you with 8 a.m.
classes- you're lucky if you don't wear your
pajamas to class. Just keep in mind that
clothes pay a huge part in learning - com,
fort is key. And if you're one of those people
who tend to get cold 'in air conditioning,
make sure you bring a sweatshirt with you
because UCF classrooms tend to be on the
colder side.
These are just a few words of
advice from a fellow UCF stu,
dent and friend. Believe me,
these are not the only
things you need to know.
Most of your true learning
will come from firsthand
experience during your
SUCCESSFUL (there's
that word again) first
year at UCE Go
Knights!!!!

New student checklist:
*Find place to live
*Meet new roomies
*Where is the grocery store *Where is a good place to bank
*Where are the movies
*Where is the bookstore
I

I

e.r

Knight's Corner Bookstore has the things you need (well not
everything!) to start off your semester: books, backpacks,
school supplies, scantrons & blue books (you will DEFINITELY
need those!), and more.

rn r
ks r
l 209 Univ rsi1Y lvd.
hone: 07-6 -79 9
I

I

(in the same plaza. as
McDonald's & Miami Sub's)
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Lauren's 'Little Instructions' for UCF
Learn the UCF fight song.
Know what the campus resources are and use them to help you.
Go to your professor's office hours.
Don't get a credit card. Having one leads to many more, and lots of debt.
Ta1k to the people who sit around you in class. They could end up your best friends.
Trust your roommates, but get individual leases.
Play intramural sports.
Know where the inexpensive places are to eat around campus.
Take advantage of Wal,Mart being open 24 hours.
Go to football games.
Take a road trip.
Attend the free CAB concerts.
Take a dip in the reflection pond (during spirit splash, of course).
Never swim in Lake Claire.
Remember that there are no good parking spots between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m .. ..
. . . .Take the first one you can find.
Learn how to cook using only a microwave.
Never park in reserved spaces on campus. You will be towed.

Always park in visitors spaces off campus. If you
don't, you will be towed.
Take lots of pictures.
Never, ever speed on campus.
Remember quarters are like gold. Use them wisely.
Get involved on campus. It's the best way to meet
people and find your niche.
Check your e,mail regularly. It is the best (and
cheapest) way to keep in touch with friends from back

(

home.
Remember that college lasts only a short time. Try not to take any of it for grant,
ed, because before you know it, you will be graduating.
These are just a few things that you need to keep in mind while you
are in college. Some will help you avoid problems, but most will help you
make the most of your time here. I had to learn many of these on my own,
and I hope that you will take my advice. Good luck, and, trust me on the
part about speeding on campus!

Splash down
No, UCF students
don't bathe in the
Reflecting Pond.
But it is tradition
to go for an annual
dip during homecoming festivities.
The pond is located behind the
Administration
Building and is one
of the campus'
main landmarks.

u

t

What can you do
with your UCF Card?

•

This smartcard ID offers au111erous
student benefits far beyond a typical

university ID, such as: ·

·

+ access to academic and athletic events
+ electronic cash at vending & copy

•

machines, stores and restaurants
arowid campus as well as the UCF Bookstore
• library usage and checkout

• reduced rate web-based long
distance calling and voice mail
• banking services and ATM use

• meal plans

•

Even more features
are co ing soon, like:
• SmartStatus: keep your emoBment
status up-to-date. right on the card
+ SmartBallot; vo e online using your
UCFCard

• WebRevatue; ,p ut money on your
UCF card securely and easily~ right
over the web

•

+ And Gomil)g Vezy Soon;

r.estaurants and businesses an over
town will be accepting the UCF card!
UCFCard
Across rom the UCF Bookstore

in he John T,, Washington Cen r
~ed M-11h Sam ito lf>pm and Pr.I .sam to 5pm
(407:) gu.;2100

..
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Don't be in too much of a hurry
M

y advice to my orientation
groups is one of importance.
So take it and you will succeed!!!
I went through orientation
in the summer of 1998. Straight
out of high school, I started the
infamous college life. I came to
UCF with only three hours of
) dual enrollment. It seems nowadays incoming freshmen are
coming in way ahead with more
r

, than 20.
I took 15 hours each semester, even
in the summer term one year. My bigg~st
, advice is to take your time. Concentrate on
school courses, but most important get
involved on campus. Join clubs, fraternities,
, sororities, student government, or CAB. I
know I have left out hundreds of organizations
in which you can become a part of.

The skills you learn by working with
people inside and outside the classroom will make you the successful
person you want to become.
Honestly, most skills developed
are outside the classroom. I am
not telling you to not attend
your 400 student lecture halls,
but I am advising you to meet
people outside the class. Your
communication skills will flourish, you will be more confident
in yourself, and you will actually do better
in class.
Time management is another important
skill. If you can balance partying, studying,
partying, working, and partying you will be
better off than you know. Learn to prioritize!
Have fun, take your time, focus, and
learn whatever the heck you want to learn.

Katie's
Ka booms

I remember when I first
came to this university,
There was so much diversity.
So much to do and so much
to see,
I just had to remember to always be me.
I went through sorority recruitment,
Everything was so new and so different.
I had to live in the residents' hall,
I had to make my own food and that wasn't all.
I figured out things that I never knew,
Like the friendships I found that are so true.
That there is somewhere to go every night,
So every girl needs black pants to make the outfit just
right.
Distractions from schoolwork comes in many forms,
But the library is open 'til 1 as a getaway from the dorms.
No matter how much of a morning person I could have
been,
books. After the first week we still had not even
I realized that I could not take a class before 10.
opened the book. I went to the professor and
You can roll out of bed and throw on warm-ups and a hat,
asked him why the book was not being used. He
'Cause no one cares about things like that.
said the book was only used as a refWal-Mart and Target runs are an on-going thing,
erence to "enhance" the course,
No matter what time of night you can get anything.
and it could be accessed at the
I couldn't get used to pulling those all-nighters,
library's circulati<?n/reserve
So I had to depend on 7-11 's cafe coolers.
desk at no charge.
When it came to sports nothing could compare,
Before buying your
Me on a road trip? Oh what a scare.
books, actually .check with
I realized how important parents really are,
your professors to see if the
No matter how close you are, they are still too
books are really needed and
far.
see if the library carries
But each day is a new experience,
them. This could save you a
And UCF has made aj.l the difference.
lot of money and time.

Be sure to research your textbooks
A

t orientation I had selected my courses and
was ready to go.
After registration I quickly headed over to
• the bookstore to buy my first set of college
books. I had my course listing and slowly went
down the isles, making the right selections.
After weeding through practically all the
books, I headed to the checkout to buy my first
set of COLLEGE books. After the clerk had
' rung up the bundle, I was shocked when she
told me the total. I knew that books were costly, but I would have to mortgage my car to pay
, off this debt!
When classes started I eagerly waited for
the professor to start so I could use my new

Your Pt int & Internet
Employment
Connedion

Pick

Y~IOW!

School Supplies
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The reliable, portable Zip® drive is ideal for home,
school, work and everything in between. Your life is
safe hereTM

l.

(

• ••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Professional storage for your large
projects. It's not just work.
It's your life.

zipCD®

{

The easiest way to create personalized
CDs for archiving and distribution.
Record original music on CDs and
play them in your home or car stereo.

c:

·~························~·······································

Incredibly small, highly portable storage for
digital cameras, mobile computers, and
Handheld PCs.

(

'~·lJCp Store
computer

.,,

( www.cstore.ucf.edu )

Student Union Lighthouse Mall
Room 102F
·
Hours: M-F 8:30AM - S:OOPM
Phone: 407-823-5603
Fax: 407-823-5836
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Seek and you shall
·find free resources

Night

I

and day
.,

High school and college aren't the same at all,
Now it costs money just to make a phone call.
High school classes might have been a joke,
But college level courses are going to make you
broke.
Get prepared, I hope you've set your sights,
People even stay up late on Wednesday nights.
And I warn you against using fake ID's,
Bouncers are rough because now using orie is a
felony.
·
Which means that you could end up in jail,
And you have no money to make bail.
And while you're in your cell alone and mourning,
Remember you have class tomorrow morning.
Tests are harder, it's not a one-day remembrance,
Your professors won't even take attendance.
They won't know if you are there,
But that doesn't mean that they don't care.
You're going to wish that you had stayed,
In that class to study when you get your grade.
One advantage, however, is the 10-point scale,
And you can keep in touch with friends with your
free e-mail.
You can get into almost all the clubs,
But let me warn you of all the date rape drugs.
When you're in a club make sure you think,
When you walk around always cover your drink.
I don't say any of this to scar~,
I'm only trying to keep you aware,
That college can be fun, but it has its dangers,
Remember people may seem nice, but they are still
strangers.
Just be smart about what you do,
And college might just be the place for you.
These prerequisite courses might get you out of gas,
Because you have to take class just so you can take
a ·class.
You don't have anything to fear,
We'll get you on your way to your career.
It's not so bad living on your own,
Mom and Dad
see how much you've grown.
They'll be a bit upset about the money you've
burned,
But they'll be so proud of how much you've learned.
In college you don't have to ask permission,
What you do is all your own decisions.
After the years are over it is worth the debt,
Because the college experience is not one you'll
soon forget.
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Step through the door at Jefferson. Commons,
and discover a whole new place to be yourself.
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•Professional Management Services/24-hour Emergency Maintenance
• Individual Leases
• Lighted Basketball and Sand Volleyball Courts
• State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility and Tanning Bed
• Student Clubhouse Gameroom with Billiards, Television and Stereo
• Resort Style Pool Plaza featuring Outdoor Stereo System
• THX® Surround Sound Movie Theater
• Heated Outdoor Jacuzzi ·
• Beautiful Courtyard Areas
•Covered Parking (Optional)
Private Bedrooms
• Deluxe Home Fµrnisbings Package
• Fully-Equipped Computer Center with Study Rooms,
Fax Machine and Copier
• High Speed Internet Access
•Extended Basic Cable Television to Living Room and Bedroom(s)
•
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for appointments with my tuition. With the
Health Center, also, the Reach Peer
Education office offers free condoms, and
plenty of brochures that could educate you .
about different sexually transmitted
Infections and that sort of thing.
Another important campus
resource: the UCF gym. Had I
kno~ that the gym featured such
great equipment, and had I
known that it is generally
uncrowded, I would never have
wasted my time or money on an
off-campus gym membership. I
can't say that I take advantage
of the free step aerobics
lessons, but I would imagine that they are
fantastic if that's your thing.
Here's the summary. There are a lot of ·
free resources this campus offers. Seek them
out, you're paying for them.

hroughout my freshman orientation,
information was thrown at me from every
direction. I learned about CAB, about
SPACE, about LEAD Scholars, and about
seemingly hundreds of other acronym
organizations with which I felt
absolutely no connection.
As a result of this bombardment of information, important items sometimes were not
properly received and retained.
There are several places at UCF
that I would like to mention
that I wish I had discove~ed
sooner.
The UCF Health Center is
a valuable resource on campus.
I'm certain that it was mentioned during orientation, and I knew it existed, but I never
really understood the services it provided. I
also never really. understood that I was paying
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You knew UCF made it as easy as falling off a bridge to get the Dell™LatitudeTM notebook or
OptiPlex™ desktop you needed. Both systems are easily connected to your campus and ready
to go, right out of the box with 24/7 telephone support and online hardware tech support.
You visited the website·. You found the system you wanted. And you saved big. You thinker, you.
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'I'm only a freshman' only works once
C

oming from Brooklyn to UCF was a
great decision and I learned a lot
during my freshman year.
So here's my advice to this
year's incoming freshmen: go
through fraternity and sorority rush.
It will help you meet so many new
people, even if you choose not to
join.
Starting over is the best. Meet
new people and let go of your high
school days. They will only hold.
you back from doing what you want to do.
Never ever get a credit card, they're like
drugs. They're very addicting and soon your wallet
will be filled with receipts instead of cash.
Two words for you: paper and plastic. This
includes knives, forks, cups, etc. because when

you come home late at night and cook,
you don't want to be scrubbing dishes.
Which leads me to my next
piece of advice: forget about eating
who_lesome, home,cooked meals with
four courses, because eggs and cheese,
and anything instant will make up the
majority of your diet. Invest in a
George Foreman grille and you will
be able to cook anything.
Before you leave home, get a
crash course from Mom on how to do
laundry and iron.
And the last and most important piece of
advice is make sure you have fun. Because when
you screw up, you can only use the excuse "I'm
only a freshman" once in your life so take advan,
rage of it.

Home of the
Knights
The- Florida Citrus
Bowl will be rocking
once again this fall
as UCF begins its
fifth season of
Division I-A football.
The Citrus Bowl,
located near downtown Orlando and
within a short driving distance of
UCF, seats 70,000
fans.

Golden rules for
Golden Knights
K

now it before you live it. These are the
truths and secrets of conquering your
freshman year.
• Learn to sleep with your eyes open.
• Keep in touch with your grandpar,
ents, ·a nd they'll keep in to1.,J.ch with your
wallet.
• Parking Services is everywhere, and
knows everything. Don't _underestimate their
ticketing power.
• Ramen Noodles, enough said.
• Don't cheat or steal, borrow.
• When you visit home, your old room
will have been transformed into a storage
unit.
• If you eat tacos and pizza every night,
then Diet Coke won't help. The freshman
15 is inevitable.
• You will use, lose and run out off
pens, underwear and change. Stockpiling is
the key.
• If you need it, it's at Super Wal, Mart.
• Bring your old school Nintendo, and
you'll make a lot of friends.
• Keep your syllabus or you'll
be as confused as a monkey in a
banana factory.
• You used to laugh at
your mom for using coupons,·
but $1.50 for Bagel Bites
looks pretty tempting now.
. • Be afraid of the
UCF squirrel overpopula,
tion, because they're not
afraid of you.

Become part of a winning tradition,

Join UCF Crew
...

No Experience Needed!!
MEN &WOMEN

1998, 1999, & 2000

STATE CHAMPIONS

For more information, please come to our 1st meeting:
Wednesday, August 30th
5:00 p.m.
Wayne Densch Sports Center, Room 122
Or Call: Coach Chris Deatrick at 823-3558

cdeatric@pegasus.cc. ucf.edu

ROWFORUCF!
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The Campus Activities Board(CAB) is a
student run organization that provides
many programs and events at UCF that
h'elp students get the aost out of their
college experience. CAB consists of
eleven different committees.
Student Director: Phil McDaniel

Cinema

Concert& -

Cultural Art&

Cinema shows and selects
movies including RBT
event sneak previews.
Director: John Dillon

Concerts plans and promotes
performances of large scale
acts on campu1.
Directors Ilyse Stislat

Cultural Arts exposes the
campus to' the arts through
music, dance, _and theater.
Director: Diana Martin

•

Popular.
.· ~ublic · ·
Homecoming Entertainment Refat1on&
BomecoJQ.ing plan• and
coordinates homecoming
traditions and events.
Dlrector1 Alison Rhoads

Popular llltertainment
Coor4inates all aspects of
programs a variety of shows, publicity and promoting of
such as Tuesday Knight Live. OSA events.
Director: Jennifer Ball
Directors: Steve Chestnut
•U.zabeth au4e

Dance
Marathon

Special .Event&

Speakers organizes
visiting guest lectures, · ·
debates, and seminars.
Director: Sean Burrows

Coordinates the annual
Children's Miracle Ratwork
Dance Marathon.
Director: Kristen Murphy

Spacial Bvants brings cmipus
toura and puts on events
such aa Haunted Arboretum.
Director: lope Wehrle

.llida.o .
·Production&

!iaectaculaf ·

Spotlights our student
a variety of
films,movies, and
talent with the Mr. and Miss
promotional videos.
ucr Schol•rahip Pageant.
Director: Kathy Kissel
Director: Shanna Posey
Asst. Director: Kim Browne
Tech. Director: Greg Gromak
Prod~ces

.JdbL.
~

,

K'lnght!i

Stop By The CAB Office,
Student Union 2nd Floor

Call 823-6471

&et Connected •••
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-CAB
Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the Student Government Association
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Watch Out tor loom.Ute ,

Separate your.

matd\ing,servic• ·

colors and

."}

~~

you'll be fine
H;:esh

'T'he one. thing] r¢ai1y ~1slt I
l ·had known before] came to

men, here is some
advice that will help you get by your
first year of college!!!!
• First off, your high,school
reputation ~ill not follow you. No
one knows if you were a "jock, geek,
valley girl" and so on. You get to
start over with a clean slate.
• Homework!! Do it!! Even if
it is not checked it really helps you. .
Trust me. (Oh, attendance matters
even if professors don't keep track, so
go!!)
• You are away from home now
and will not be living with the par,
ents. Doing your laundry is not fun.
Although you might want to save
money and not separate your loads.
DO IT. Even if it's just that one pair
of red socks with your whites. You
will no longer own white clothes
anymore, and un!ess you really love
pink I suggest you separate.
• Know this, spaghetti is very
cheap and easy to make. You'd be
surprised by all the things you can
make in a microwave. (Ramen
Noodles are only eight for a dol,
lar!! !)
• When you get those home,

,

'

ll

made goods, share them. You'll be
surprised how it improves your
social life. (A way to get to a person's
heart is through their stomach!!)
• It's OK to be homesick. It
happens to everyone. Know that
there is a counseling and testing cen,
ter right on campus.
• Textbooks are no longer
given to you and they are expensive.
Try and get your books a week before
classes start AND BUY USED!!!!!!
(Most already will have notes in
them, hee heel!)
• AOL instant messaging is a
blessing and it's FREE! Free is a lot
cheaper than long,distance phone
calls.
• Signing up for the classes you
want may not go as smoothly as
you'd like it to. However, I've
learned persistent people can get into
"closed classes."
• The most important things
you will learn in college are not in
your textbooks. They are life lessons
that you don't even realize you -are
learning until after you've used them.
Well, there you have it. Some ·
advice that you can use throughout
your college career. Hope it's helpful
and good luck!!!
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407-275·0841
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The 7 habits of a highly effective college student
T

he following seven habits have been
proven to benefit today's college students.
1. STUDY - This habit
is complicated for many
students to grasp,
although the concept
is very simple. Repeat
after me; "If you
want to pass the
class, you need to
bust your butt".

6. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OPPOR ..
TUNITIES (ESPECIALLY CHEAP ONES)
- Go ahead and benefit from all the free food
and student discounts at restaurants, and attend
the free beer nights at the local bars. While you
are at it, though, take advantage of the free
membership you have at the UCF gym, and
avoid the Freshman 15.

7. ENJOY YOUR COLLEGE YEARS
- While practicing the aforementioned habits,
don't forget to kick back, relax and sip on your
beverage of choice. Afterall, your college years
won't last forever, although some of my friends
who are on the five- and six-year plans may beg
to differ.

...

2.GET
INVOLVEDWhether it be off
campus or on,
involve yourself in a
worthwhile club or organization. Search a little
and you will find a spot where you fit in. I am
Swedish and Irish, yet I seem to have just 8:S
much fun as my "Greek" friends.

'-

3. MANAGE YOUR TIME WISELY
- Do not be counterproductive. What do I
mean? Staying up all night doing a research project that you have known about for a month,
and then missing the class because you could
not get up in the morning is counterproductive.

4. DATE, BUT DON'T STRESS Dating can be fun and frustrating. Don't fret,
but rather enjoy yourself. Whenever one of my
friends or myself likes a guy and the interest
isn't mutual, we just convince ourselves that he
is stupid, and we tend to feel a lot better. If that
doesn't work, then we go out for some therapy,
i.e. the nearest ice cream store.
5. BE RESPONSIBLE- In college,
your mom is no longer your alarm clock, and
the teachers don't give you detentions for skipping class. With more freedom, also comes more
responsibility.

I love a parade!!!
"Knightro" enjoys the Knight life at last year's homecoming festivities. UCF made its presence felt at one of the city's
best attractions, Church Street Station in downtown Orlando.

The UCF Computer Store
in the Student Union Mall
For more information contact

j

Life is full of frustrations ...
Getting a cellular phone doesn't
have to be one of them.
(

Now get the Bellsouth Mobility Prepaid Cellular To Go $v1 package for only $129.99.
Includes an Ericsson KH668 multi-network digital phone with charger and $70 worth of airtime.
Rates as low as $.40 per minute, including long distance.

No credit checks. No deposit. No monthly bill. No long term contracts.

@BE&&SOUTH Mobility•
Additional charge for roaming, long distance. and directory assistance. All services provided pursuant to Bellsouth standard terms and conditions of service furnished at the time of service activation,
Certain other restrictions may apply. Cop'Jright 20000 Bellsouth Mobility.
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Water, Electric & Sewer ,(no deposit !) ,:~,
• Satellite Cable TV Programming
,
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w·ith High Definition .Capability
• Unliniiied 'Local 1eleplunie Servi,ce
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BALCONY

'

BEOROOMO

14'0" x 5'6"

~

24-Hour High-Speed Internet Access
' • Full f,eatu.recl Alarm, Systeni
• Full-Size Washer and Dryer

LIVING ROOM
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• ..·

17' 8" x 14'4" ~

0
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BATHD
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BEDROOM A

BEDROOMS

Front Doors!

floor plan & brochure ©2000 Riverwind Apartments at Alafaya Trail
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Large Pool with
Misting Deck • Lap Lanes
'

.

Pool Volleyball• Pool Basketball

Heated Whirlpool Spa
Open 24-Hours - Pamper Yourself!

Super Clubhouse witli Outdoor Deck
Large-Screen TV's • Game Room
Movie Theater with Surround Sound

Conference1 Study and Computer Center
High Speed Internet Access • Copier • ·Fax Machine

State of the Art Fitness Center

• l?ull Size lleds
• Dressers with Mirrors
~ .Night Stands

• Computer Desks With Chairs
• · S<~fa & l.Awe Seat
• 5-Piece Dining Set
e C<J,ffee & End Tables

PLUS
•Ample drawer & shelving space
··• Television stand
• Microwave and dishwasher
Self-cleaning oven ,
• Refrigerator with ice maker
' • Full size;double sink .
• Garbage d~sposal ·
,

j •
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Afew recipes for successful dining
W

hew! Finally I was moved into the dorms. Yes,
complete freedom from the parentals. But
reality, or should I say starvation, soon kicked in. My
mom was no longer there to cook my meals.
Suddenly, I was supposed to cook a fulkourse meal
with just a microwave. After a couple weeks of frus, tration and malnutrition, I soon .picked up dorm, life
eating habits. Here are some tips I wish I knew
before I started college. I hope they keep you from
being a starving college student.

1. Beenie weenies
Ingredients needed: single-serving can of Bush's
baked beans, two precooked hot dogs. Microwave
hot dogs in a water for two minutes.
Pour baked beans into a bowl.
Cut up hot dogs and add to
baked beans. Microwave
entire content for two minutes.
. '.

2. Ramen noodles
Ingredients needed: one
bag of ramen noodles.
Follow directions on the
back of the package.
These noodles are famous

among college students. It's extremely cheap!!!
3. Chicken, black beans and rice
Ingredients needed: chicken breast,
one can of black beans,
one bag of Success
Rice, vegetable oil,
lemon pepper. This is
where a Foreman
Grill comes in
handy. It's one of the
best purchases any
college student can
make. Marinate
chicken breast in
vegetable oil and
lemon pepper for
about 10 minutes.
Grill chicken on
Foreman. Cooking time will vary
depending on thickness of breast.
The best way to tell if the chicken
is thoroughly cooked is by cutting
into the center to see if the meat is
white. Microwave rice in a bowl
of water for 10 minutes.
Microwave black beans for 3

Wei coMe To UGf!

7608 University Blvd.
Winter Park
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feel like it was just yes,
terday that I was here for
my own freshmen orienta,
tion at the University of
0
Central Florida.
I was filled with
~ numerous emotions ranging from excitement to fear
' to turiosity about college.
After being here for two
years, I've learned a great
deal. So I decided to make
a list of these things.
·Consider it my Cliff's
Notes on college.
First, I learned that
the friends I have made in
college really are the
friends that will last a lifetime. My friends have
become my family since
I've been here and I don't
know what I would do
without them.
Second, I learned
how to do laundry l And it
only took me about a
semester to do so! I learned
how to balance a checkbook and stay within a
budget. (Well let's just say
this is something I'm still
working on).
I learned not to take
any classes earlier than 10
a.m. Trust me on this one!
I learned that when I left
home, I was also leaving
home,cooked meals.
Welcome to the world of
fast food! I learned that
sleep is not something you
see much of around here.
I learned the impor,
tance of getting involved.
It's a great way to meet
people and have fun!
Well, these are a couple of things that I've
learned in my short time at
UCF. My past two years
have been the greatest
years of my life. If I could
leave one final piece of
advice, it would be to take
advantage of the time you
have here, because it flies
by and before you know it,
it'll be gone.
Good luck and congratulations on becoming a
GOLDEN KNIGHT!!!
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673-2456
l

Visit One of Our Other Locations:
444 S. Hunt Club Blvd.

1955 Aloma Ave.

Apopka

3005 W. Lake Mary Blvd.
Lake Mary

774-0402

328-0907

679-2132

._. ~ Tii!l,P.QD flats Owned by a UCF Grad, Run by UCF Students, Enioyed by ALLI
~

./.;"!:,_,-: ~-;- .. ~.
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Winter Park

.

('

www.UCFFUTURE.COM

,

•

Hair Models
Needed!

•

"

We Pay 50.00
Per Hour and Up!
All Hair Types And Colors
No Cutting Involved

Call Us At

407 -628-7044
Hair We Are in Downtown Winter Park

Where UCF

students
want

to be!

Other Floorplans Available

fa

3 and 4 bedroom apartments
flj Fully furnished, including full size washer and dryer

flj Individual Leases
flj Roommate matching service

fa
R
6

Onsite volleyball court, 2 fitness centers 1 2 swimming pools,
2 clubhouses, computer lab, and so much more
Rent includes: furniture, electricity, cable & HBO, monitored
alarms, water, sewer, pest control B;,nd use of all of our facilities
Beautiful lakeside settings

Located on McCulloch Road
just outside the UCF North Gate!

For More Info Call:

366-7474
visit our website at: www.royalproperties.com
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What an experience!
A new school, new
friends, new home, new
beginning. For most of you,
it is finally time to
move away from home
and be out on your
own.
While this
. sounds exciting
and.great, it can be
a little scary and
will require a lot of
responsibility. You
are now responsible
for getting yourself
out of bed and to

of you will find Super WalMart to become one of your
favorite places.
Remember
to make the
most of your
college
experience. Ger
involved
in clubs
and
organi~

zations
and
have a social life.
No one is here to look over
school on .time./ No longer
will 'Mom comeilito you~ "" your sbdulder and t~ll you
what you can or cannot do.
room saying '1Honey itis·
It is up to you to make
time to get up to go to
decisions such as going our
school."
the night before a major
One of the main
exam because you can and
lessons I learned during my
want to, or staying in and
first year at UCF is to
doing some studying and
attend classes. Not attend,
,going out the next night.
ing can be the biggest
Think about your
downfall during your freshdecisions before you make
man year and it can either
them. Your freshman year
make or break your grades.
will be one of the best
In college everything is
times in your life; at least it
your responsibility from
was for me. Things will not
registering for classes, payalways go smoothly but you
ing tuition and going groyvill leam from everything
cery shopping.
you face and grow more as a
Let me warn you.
Going grocery shopping for
person.
So good luck and be a
the first time is definitely
an experience and each one proud GOLDEN KNIGHT.

Odds are in your favor of
finding the 'one'
S
omeone once asked me, .
"If there was one thing
that you wish you would
have known before beginning
school at UCF, what would it
have been?"
I carefully pondered this
interesting hypothetical
question and 100
crazed ideas passed
through my mind.
How nice it
would have been
to understand
three-dimensional vector
calculus before I
pains taking 1y
worked my way
through the
course.
What a pleasure it
would have been to know
that there are unusually comfortable couches on very
QUIET third floor of the
union. How keen it would
have been to know there is
free food at the student government senate meetings.
I could have answered
with any of these, but the
one thing that really seemed
to bite me was dating. Yes, I
said the "d" word.

Picture this, I was a
fun-loving, handsome and
popular high school senior
just beginning my years as a
college student. I thought I
knew everything. Th~t was,
of course, until I met the .
very strange world of "college dating."
Talk about a
calamity. Well
boys and girls, are
you ready for the
big secret ... here
it comes ... make
sure you are paying attention ...
did you actually
think I was
going to tell
you? Come on
that would ruin all the fun.
I will leave you with
this little tidbit of information though: never assume
anything. You know what
they say about assuming
things, right? Well, it is true.
Oh, one more thing.
This is a college of more than
30,000 people. Odds are pretty good that you will find
that special someone. So be
patient and don't give up!
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. . Shadow Cruk Apol"t!Mntl
990 English Town Lona

Wfn'fw Springs, Fl 32708

On-site Amenities include a board-walk,
·gazebo, barbecue areo., car care center,
fitness facility, pool, Jaeui:z:i, tennis
court, racquetball, indoor basketball,

ArdetrV"dlas
382-1100

volleyball, o 29-seo.t theater, busiMSs
center and computer lab.

Auvers Village
671-0200

. Barriltgton Place
.,07:2-0874·"
Boardwalk
384-8626

· Brittany at Waterford takes
737~5Z9
.. *.

* .

RefreshingI

Chatham Landing
· ·.I· ·
j: •. ..
380-5519
* •*
*
· Chi¢'bsaw Cro$Sing :" ·.·
· . •:,· .
•. 275.()3.55
.· •· * • * '

1

NutritiousI
Dellctousl
Naturally!

tt 1~. '·

Colleg;8~ghfs

Co,.lleg~ P~k Knighfs I&oss1ag
,
.
•3S0..5807
, , · ·. . w.· . ··. *,
11
College Suites at Alafayf Clut·· :~ 2) ~;

.~

< • •.

'N ~~~,-99?0

. ''

r· ' •;;

k

<%

· · collegeiS(tites 'at Scie~ J)!-.,1&",
, 384-7080
, '.;·•
Collegiate Village Inn

·

.

Crick~S~~~Ol 3

~f::: .

l·~~i;,,f:

.·{~~i~ '

Fountaibat Waterlord

The Gatherings

/\.~NG""\~\,~~h.

.

''i{ ORl@U~\.·

12140 Collegiate Way

Behind Applebee's

381-2900

.

University Club

·
•.

t1Gq\~B>Jnt~ oi'Win~y
·
,., 413~.}tj()S-2035 : m,

Heather Glen

TOVV

657-0011

;.:m il . ·:3~::~-'i···

NHOUSES

NOW LEASING!

Jefferson Arbour .
282-7333 '

~.lei~

S"'.fAOTHIE .

bt:.es.s1 .

. . ,,, w;f,~;x5I387·7' . . <"'i·~#~·:·~.· t .
673-4401

r----------------,

I $1.00 OFF Any Smoothie! I
I $1.00 of any regular priced SMOOTHIE KING I
I SMOOTHIE. One per customer. May not be used I
I with any other offer. EXPIRES 8/31/00
I

- Your Total
Nutrition
Store!!

.. *\, . . ·~· .,

" 679-0061

Since 1973, people han~ heen discovering the
great taste of SMOOTHIE KING smoothies.
Delicious hlended drink made with real fruit.
natural fruit juices. pure proteins and more.

~----------------~

380-6000

Colonial Pointe

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES!

\t~t;4~~·~; i\~

Floor Plans

.,
r-;,j

(:: .. ---'~.=~;·

i~:~::%:f ;:; -·

·Oi'll 488'
Riverwind
282-9622

'iSiiiMD,~!:~;;~ :~~::f

':

Sunchase of Orlando
282-1048
University Club

277-4007
University Villas

*resrtictions apply

*

273-5610

1 MILE FROM UCF

Valencia Park
381-6040

*

*

*

*

*

*

* ':

:!:'.'

*

*

Ii'

76"7-8383

Win drift
658-0973
The Woodlands
658-6522

Corner of AJafaya Trail & Lokanotosa Trail/Science Drive

t

Wentworth
'~

i
!

*

*

,.,

.
4:

~::;~~~/:iub.com

www.un

I

1

visit our

1

*

RESERVE YOUR ROOM TODAY!

407-277-4007

·

r

/ti 11/ll"e t~alt ,ta,e1tt {,;-,-,,,...
/ti a Ltfu~le...

•

•

sw1~~~?

vonex~all

VOlVCJ~iYBALL

br}S_kET~All

sw1MM1Nq

b ll

DASkET A

BASKETBALL

•

,

•

•

e •

f

.ces:

•
•
•
•
•
•
~ •

a

liil

Fully Furnished Rooms
Utilities Included
FREE Local Phone
FREE Cable TV
FREE Internet
Monitored Alarms
Full Size Washer/Dryer
· • Dishwasher
• Microwave

!\\'\

l!!ll

I I
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ities:

Swimming Pool
Fitness Center
Hot Tubs (Knight's Court)
Computer Labs
Basketball Courts
Tennis Courts
Sand Volleyball Courts
Tanning Beds Available
Planned Social Events
Co-Sponsored University Activities

..

..

aiii... 12440 Golden Knight Circle

,. 407.380.5807
I D'VIDUAL LEASES
•

With our individual leases,
you are only responsible for
yourself, not your roommates.

2635 College Knight Court ....

.L LIVI G

EXCEPTIO A
AFFORDABLE

407.384.6800

~

cost

This is the reason
College Park Communities
is #1 in student housing. All
the amenities you can imagine.

R 0

ATE

CHI G

The freedom to b~J on
your own but not alone. We'll
help you find the perfect match.
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She Ate My Food!

.

·

't Go Home!

) Mer Boyfriend Won

//

He Won

't Do The Dishes!

Applebee's
Athena's

Ready for the Real World?
REAL APARTMENTS!

Boston Market

,

•
•
•
•

Broadway Pizza , ,
Burger King ,
Chick-Fil-A

1 Bedroom and Two Bedroom Starting at $520/mo.
1/2 Mile From UCF off Alafaya
Pools, Tennis Courts, Basketball Court
Computer Room, Game Room, Saunas, Fitness Center

Chili's
Cuban Hut
Domino's Pizza
Dunkin Donuts/Bas ';

-

407-282-7333

Falafel Cafe

r------------------------------NO APPLICATION FEE!

Fazoli's
Friendly's

: We'll Make It .

Froggers

Even Easlerl

4th Fighter Gtopp 0

I
1

Godfather's Pizza

~-------------------------------

Hops Bar & GriU_;,
IHOP

Bring Tiiis/

CONGRATULATIONS TO
UCF - AIR FORCE ROTC's
Future Pilots
and Navigators

.

Kelsey's Pizzeria
Knight Out Pub
McDonald's ·
Liquid Cellar .

UCF students selected to be Air Force pilots:
JEREMY CASTOR
SHAWN COREY
JEFFREY GRITTER
TAYLOR LEE
JOSEPH PAYNER
JONATHAN REED

Miami Subs

UCF students selected as Air Force navigators:
JESUS GONZALEZ
SCOTT SERKIN

Panera Bread
Papa John's Pizza
Peppino's

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN QUALIFY FOR PILOT &
NAVIGATOR SLOTS!! We need people for all of our 120
careers-not just flying positions. You can major in whatever
field you choose. We have 2, 3, and 4-year programs to meet
your need~.

Perkins
Pizza Hut
Pizzeria Uno
Quiznos
Roly Poly
Smoothie King
Subway

The Village
Tony Romas
1

Wendy's
Wing Shack

For more information, call us at 407-823-1247
(UCF-lAIR) or visit us at Building 501 (behind the
Recreation Services Building/ Swimming Pool).

,,,

www.UCFFUTURE.COM

•
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When It Comes To Exceptional
Banking For UCF Students,
We've Done Our Homework.
\

•

Banking is made easier when you
choose The Citizens Bank of Oviedo
for your checking needs. We know
that attending college and making

.

good grades is challenging... and we're
here to make the financial part of
your life as easy and accommodating
as we possibly can.

823-2238

1.
2.

823-2238

We offer Internet banking at www.cboviedo.com, allowing you to access
information you need with the brush of a few keystrokes.

823-5029

The Citizens Check Card works just like a check wherever VISA is accepted,
with your purchases deducted directly from your checking account. And, the
Check Card also serves as -your ATM card, too!

823-2238

3.

823-7663

You'll find 24-hour banking available at our automated teller machines,
giving you cash on demand when you're on the go!

823-207~

282-1900

823-2075
•

Member

FDIC

156 Geneva Dr.
(407) 365-6611

10 Alafaya Woods

Oviedo

(407) 365-2212

Marketplace Mall

275-2717

l "isit lh 011/i11e: www.cboviedo.com

..

273-2980
823-8042.

823-2651

UNIVERSITY VILLAS

282-2200

•A RENTAL COMMUNITY•

3100 Alafaya Trail
Orlando, Fl 32826

,

1 BEDROOM - FURNISHED &

UNFURi~ISHED

Just Minutes from UCF, VCC, Westinghouse,
Orlando Research Park and the East/West Expressway
~
~
~
~

2 Swimming Pools
2 Tennis Courts
2 Laundry Facilities
Basketball Court

$299.00
•

First Month's Rent
Special Ends 7/31/00

•

Call Now!

•

407-273-5610

· ,A\.mSouth Bank

r

65 7-171 1
'1~62 Umversit;y: Blvd. Wmter Park, FL 3 2792
Citizens :Sank of Oviedo ·
365-221
10 Atafaya Woods Blvd. Oviedo, FL

1

'Huntington Bank
207-811 0
.A<:lltOSS from UCF Bookstore on UCF Campus
NationsBank
208-0380
11800 Research Parkway Orlando, FL 32826

~< SunTrust

306-6220
I} ~m:IJ.i\lafaya Trail Orlando, FL 32826
:-:.:·:-:-:-·:.:-:-- .. :-:·:-:-:.:-;.:;-·-:·:-:-,··-:..

i~i\lt~tt"{ISt.Baft}{

.

.afilya'rtaj.IOviedo, FL 32765
.

359-5332
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S~fferieH!
EKjoy ..lruulilieut" ApaJlbtteld
.l!iviag ~e ta. UCF

as'A;s200

Alamo

...·. ··~·

.

~:::;

:~

.

:•:··

~~~·
l
~,.,. 1

Avis (must be 25)
Budget (must be 25} ,

..

,..

82Sr52fi5
. y· ·: '' _.
.....·

Dollar

--~

Enterprise (free pickup) ·

~

·':,1t\ro,Pooi•Air Conditioned Racquetball Court
$'

·.

'

.,.

Privafe Patios and Balconies • Fireplaces Included
•OA~; Two & Three Bedrooms Available• 7-12 Month Leases
,ff ..., . .,
• · ·.
'·
·. $.· ·. •Fitness Center• Roadrunner Internet Access
to@ated Just MJnutesfrom UCF
II'

0

E-Z (18 & up)

.

.

.•.

'

..

.

.

.

;

.

.·

.·.· ..

.·

..

~ft

Hertz (must be 25)
Image (exotic cars, must be 25)
<

Inter American
National

Master
Bed.rm
ll x 122

Prestige

living
20x 15

Uving

Bedrm
1 t• x 12"

13' x 125

Snappy
2 bedroom, 2 bath
1100SQ.Ff.

Thrifty

l bedroom, l bath
750SQ.Ff.

Value

(ttftTttftt\ lftnDlnG
2550 Alafaya Trail • Orlando, Fl 32826

(407) 380-5519

AirTran

website: www.zomusa.com

American

e-mail: chatham@zomusa.com

More Than You Expect. And Then ZOM!

Aerolineas Argenf "~
Bahamas Air
.British Airway$ti
' 1'.
i~l

.
Comair -

Delta

·,l'

·. '

lllGlfl

Northwest · ·
Southwest

.,,,,,,,,,

~

TWA
USAir'; ,· ...
·K

Where can you work part-time with UCF students and make money?

United.·,".

Virgin

UIWll1
Call 249-4740 to find out more about agreat job opportunity
and schedule an interview!
} Close to UCF campus (Research Park)
} Student friendly hours (and·an UCF holidays ofQ
~ Can work amaximll;m of 18 hours aweek
(when you really need extra money)

CB & S Bookstore
12140 Collegiate Way . ·
Orlando, Fl 32817
.

M

'

Knight's Corner College Book$t<>,t~,!;'I
12209 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fl 32817
UCF Bookstore
On UCF Campus

~UCF

~

•

-

~·~~F_F_u_Tu_R_E_.c_o_M

_ _ _ __
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926-6843

•

•

AMC Pleasure Island 24 ·
1500 Lake Buena Vista Ave, Orlando.

977-1107

Colonial Promenade
4672 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando

207-9110

Enzian Theater

628-0035

.

1300 S. Orlando Ave, Ma.tt<;f''\ '.
.

'. /:=::-:, .•

277-1454

•

Fashion Village 8
735 HerndonAvenue,

354-5998
657-1661 -

•

Collection Reps

Access One
Communications/
Talk.com - One of the
fastest growing telecommunications companies in
the SE has openings
in our Finance Dept for
Collection Reps for our
new location in the UCF
area. Candidates must
have good computer
skills, as well as good
communication and organization skills. Prior
collections, customer service or telemarketing
experience necessary.
Telecom experience
a plus. Full-time and parttime positions available
for evening and weekend
positions .. Fax resume
to 407-313-1313 or email
to dmullen@accessone.cc
Provisioning
Specialists/Data Entiy

Access One
Communications/
Talk.com one of the
fastest growing
telecommunication companies in the Southeast
has openings for
Provisioning Specialists
and Data Entry Personnel
in our UCF area location.
Candidates must have
good computer skills as
well as good organization
and communication skills.
Full time day positions
and part time evening
positions available. Fax
resume to 407-313-1313
or email to
dmullen@accessone.cc

CIOSSIOlltls /)/n/ng. .. here's where the best variety is... and
the coolest deal, +oo...offering unlimited seconds, and if you
buy a meal plan, ifs where you'll get the most for your money!

(407) 823 - 2651
rn~.07305018sodaxhornarrioff.corn

Think of if...
• stir-fry
• sizzling I sau+e your way entrees

• chef sl-afion
•
•
•
•

carved rneafs
vegetarian enfrees
ho+ home-cooked enfrees
defi..style sandwiches

• pasta

.

• soup & market-fresh salad bar
• pizza & grill ifems
~ desseri

& soA-serve yogur+

Plus...we

do more than cook for you @ Crossroads .. :we like to
have cool events & specials ... we call it "EATERTAINMENI
(hey, we like to have fun, too)! This fall, we're planning to throw
some real special "eatertainmenf" events...

will work !Or foot/ &
... we've got the job you're looking for:

UCF Dining .Services by Sodexho Marrioff - i+s:
• Fun
·

•· Fas+-1>acad
• Free Shif+ Meals
• Compa+l+ive
• Flax1bla Work SChedula - designed around your
c.lt1ss schedule .

EXTREME-ly good meal plans ...you've probably noticed
there are a ton of choices @ UCF. ..Why do we offer 8
different meal pl~n options?... lf's simple... bec.ause that's
what our customer~ want!

'""$$

• Convenlenf Loca+tons on Ct1rnSJUs
• Beneft+s
·

Whe+har, you~ re seeking:

• Grow+h/Advanc:ernan+ Opportunities

> lhrss sq1111rs mt111ls • tl•y
> a nulrHlous brB11/tf#I svsry morning
> lunches on occasion
> ltds nighl snadt

·
Apply Today
UCF Dining ~ervic:es Office - (407) 823-2651

We've goat a plan for you ...we offer a wide variety of
meal plan options to fit your:
.
.

•••
•••
•••
•••

/1fsny/s, ';
b11tlg11I
dining: ltlblls
clau sclretlu/ss

d
.
.
.

Our rneal plans consist of ·"All J6u Qr/8 lo Eid"
value-priced meals in Crossroads. Dining ...for prices as
low as t2.86 / inllft ,
,.

6

..

··All plans are priced before fax & per semester ...
Purchase Your Plan Today@ the UCF Dining ~ervices Office
~tudent Resource Center, Building #7, Roorn 109
(40n 823-2651 -- mes.0730501®sodexhomarrio+t.corn

·-

~

